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Record numbers turn out to vote City candidates
a great bunch of people,"
Sweeney said.
Chris Abbot was favored as
Contributing Editors
the University-Owned HousVotes have been tallied and
ing Senator. He was also unthe winners of the fall ASUPS
available for comments.
Senate elections have been deFor the position of Offtermined. This year saw the
Campus Senator, Michelle
highest known voter participaCummings received the mation for a fall election.
jority of votes.
"I have to say that we are
"I'm really excited to be
extremely pleased with the
the Off-Campus Senator and
voter turnout," said Gianna
deal with a lot of the off-camPiccardo, ASUPS Vice Presipus issues," Cummings said.
dent.
"I know there's a lot coming
Piccardo said that 1086 stuup within the next year, and
dents, about 41 percent of the
I'm just glad to be a represenstudent body, took part in the
tative of the students."
election.
Winning a close race for
"We really did make a big
Freshman Senator was
effort to publicize, and I think
z Mariette Clardy, who said, "I
the e-mail [that Dave Bowe
was very pleased by the voter
sent to the campus commuturnout, and I had a lot of
nity] helped," Piccardo exgood support from my camStudents cast their votes for ASUPS Senate
plained. "I think that the canpaign."
candidates in the WSC on Tuesday, Oct. 6.
didates advertised well and
Incumbent David Bahar
Keith Kelley and Andrew Peterson regained his position as Residence Hall
were really involved in their campaigns,
and that got people excited and got them were chosen as Senators-at-Large.
Senator.
to come out and vote."
Kelley said, "I think this could be one
"I look forward to serving a second
As soon as all of the campaign post- of the most productive years for ASUPS;
term as Residence Hall Senator," he said.
ers around campus had been taken down, we have a lot of experience coming back,
"There are many things that I will be
a lot of good projects are under way, and working on this year, however the most
the official election results were announced. ASUPS President David Bowe I think it will be an interesting year."
important thing I do is serve as [stuPeterson was not available for com- dents'] representative."
and Honor Court member Jennifer Tillet
ment.
broadcast the results over the air on
The Senate-elects will be inaugurated
With 194 votes and no opposing can- on Tuesday, Oct. 12.
KUPS late Wednesday night.
Commenting on the election process, didate, Ryan Sweeney easily took the
They will then join the other ASUPS
Honor Court Chair John Tulloch stated, Greek Senator position.
officials in a leadership retreat over the
"I'm really excited to be working with weekend of Oct. 29-30.
"The election was free and fair."
NICHOLE ASHWORTH
ROBERT MCCOOL

•
•
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to debate at UPS
TANYA JOSEPHSON

Staff Writer
Bill Evans and Mike Lonergran, candidates for Tacoma City
Council Position Eight At-Large, will participate in a debate
on campus on Thursday, Oct. 14 at 7:30 p.m. in the Rotunda.
President of ASUPS David Bowe intends for the debate to
be an additional way for students to become more knowledgeable about and involved in the Tacoma community. The
candidates realize
the importance of
the UPS commuIt's a position that's influential
nity as well.
in the community, and students
The students
are involved in the
are extremely imcommunity... and it should be
portant in the context of the
very interesting.
community," said
—David Bowe
Evans. "Every
ASUPS President
community and
neighborhood
is important."
Lonegran
agreed with Evans. "I'm running on the motto, 'A Clear Voice
for All the People.' As soon as I say that, it becomes important
for me to be aware of all the different parts of the community,
including UPS."
At the end of the local primaries, Evans and Lonergran were
separated by only a small number of about fifty votes. It is
expected, however, that twice as many people will vote in the
general elections than did in the primaries. Voting takes place
on Nov. 2, but mail-in ballot voting begins around Oct. 15.
The details of the debate are still being formalized. There
will be a moderator to keep time during the debate and four
please see City Council, page 2

Gates Foundation gives $1 billion to aid minority students
ROBERT MCCOOL

News Editor

•

•

The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation has established a $1 billion scholarship fund to help minority students afford the cost of higher education. Named
the Gates Millennium Scholars Program,
the fund will provide $50 million a year
in financial assistance to students for the
next twenty years.
The program aims to make college and
graduate education more accessible to
ethnic minority students, many of whom
often cannot afford higher education. It
is primarily focused on increasing the
enrollment of African, Asian, Hispanic
and Native-American students.
UPS Director of Access Programs Kim
Bobby said that often among families and
students in these groups, "there's a perception that [a college education] is just
an insurmountable cost."

She said she is hopeful that the Millennium Scholars program will change
this perception.
"This does a lot to help our society
move forward, especially if we move a
pool of students into post secondary education that would not have been there
otherwise," she added.
The scholarship fund will be administered by the United Negro College Fund
in collaboration with the American Indian College Fund and the Hispanic
Scholarship Fund. It will first be available to students next fall.
The scholarship itself does not have a
limit per student, but will provide funds
for all expenses not covered by other
scholarships or grants.
Students either starting or continuing
their undergraduate or graduate studies
are eligible and must be nominated by a
school official to apply.
In addition to showing substantial fi-

nancial need, applicants must be US citizens and have demonstrated leadership
through community service or extracurricular activities. Graduate students must
also be enrolled in a degree program in
engineering, mathematics, science, education or library science. To retain the
scholarship, students must also maintain
a 3.0 GPA.
President Susan Resneck-Pierce was
invited to the official announcement of
the Millennium Scholars Program at the
Gates Foundation Offices in Seattle on
Thursday, Sept. 16. Governor Gary
Locke and Seattle Mayor Paul Schell
were also present, in addition to other
Washington university presidents and
corporate and political leaders.
The Gates' presented the scholarship
program as a means of helping American society in general, not just one specific group, Pierce explained. She agreed
that the program would benefit the na-

tion as a whole by providing more opportunities and helping to create greater
equality for all citizens.
"A lot of very good students may be discouraged
The program aims to
from thinking about even
make college and
going to college just because the dollars appear to
graduate education
be so large," Pierce said.
more accessible to
"My hope is that [the
scholarship program] will
ethnic minority
make it clear to very talstudents, many of
ented students who qualify
whom often cannot
for it that a Puget Sound
education is within their
afford the cost of
reach," she explained.
higher education.
The deadline for applications for the scholarship
is Feb. 1, 2000.
Students who believe they may qualify
for the scholarship program should contact Kim Bobby at x3991 or
kbobby@ups.edu .
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NEWS AROUND rIPIHEIE
INTERNATIONAL NEWS
Nuclear Accident Shocks Japan
TOKAIMURA, Japan—Human
error is said to be the cause of a
nuclear accident that occurred on
Sept. 30 in this small town north
of Tokyo.
Rather than the normal five
pounds, workers at a nuclear fuel
plant mistakenly added nearly forty
pounds of liquid uranium to a container of nitric acid in an attempt
to enrich the uranium. The oversupply caused the uranium to heat up
in a self-sustaining chain reaction,
which led to an explosion.
Three workers were exposed to
dangerously high levels of radiation. The building where the explosion occurred was not designed to
prevent radiation leakage. Radiation levels in the surrounding area
are said to have returned to background levels. However, the building itself is unsafe to enter and will
probably not be used again.
"U.S. nuclear fuel factories use
very similar technology to those in
Japan, with nearly identical controls against accidents," said David
Lochbaum, Nuclear Safety Engineer for the Union of Concerned
Scientists. "The Japanese accident
clearly shows that safety measures
on this dangerous technology are
not foolproof."

Indonesian Government Allows
Refugees to Return to East Timor
KUPANG, Indonesia—Indonesia
is permitting the United Nations to
fly refugees from camps in West
Timor back into East Timor. Up to
250,000 refugees are in the camps,
which are controlled by pro-Indonesia militias. Around 100,000
Timorese have already returned
home. However, the U.N. has not
been able to locate the remaining
500,000 inhabitants of the island.
"We are looking for them," said
Ross Mountain, head of the U.N.'s
humanitarian program. "Of course
we are worried."
Many of the remaining refugees
may be hiding in forest and mountain areas, but their location is uncertain. Health officials say that it
will be unsafe for them to remain in
these regions without food or shelter when the rainy season starts later
this month.
Japan has promised to donate
$100 million to the U.N. peacekeeping force, roughly half of the amount
required to fund it. The U.N. said on
Oct. 5 that the Timor operation may
take up to three years to complete.

announced it will not develop crops
that do not produce fertile seeds.
Many farmers are breathing a collective sigh of relief. These special
crops would force them to buy the
special seeds every year since they
could not use part of their harvest
for the following year's crop.
The announcement was also welcomed by the environmental campaign group Friends of the Earth,
which said Monsanto had been
forced to act under global opposition to its plans.
"If these seeds were to cross-pollinate with some other crops, Third
World farmers could see a ten percent drop in production, and that ten
percent could mean the difference
between surviving and not," said
Pete Riley, spokesman for Friends
of the Earth.
Monsanto has not ruled out developing these crops in the future, saying the technology may become necessary. Monsanto does not yet own
the technology to produce sterileseed plants, but because it has acquired two new companies it is assumed that it will soon.

NATIONAL NEWS

Census Shows Number of Uninsured Americans Growing
The number of uninsured Americans has risen to over 44.3 million
(16.3 percent of the population), according to a Census Bureau Report

Monsanto Announces It Will Not
Develop Sterile Seed Crops
Monsanto, a biochemical engineering company based in the US,

released on Oct. 4. The number of
uninsured grew last year by about
one million. The report also said that
the proportion of poor children under age six without insurance
climbed to 23.6 percent. California
and Texas have the largest numbers
of uninsured citizens, with 7.4 and
4.9 million respectively.
"This is a troubling trend," said
Chris Jennings, the health policy coordinator at the White House.
The trend has been attributed to
cuts in Medicaid and less spending
on employer health plans. Many
low-income workers now cannot afford the premiums for some of these
health plans.
The number of uninsured Americans is expected to continue growing this year.

dent and New York Director of
People For the American Way
Foundation said Giuliani has struck
at two pillars of New York culture—the museum and the First
Amendment. Other activists say
Giuliani's move is a violation of
freedom of religion and expression.
The painting that Giuliani particularly objected to was the "Holy
Virgin Mary" by Catholic artist
Chris Ofili. It was embellished with
elephant dung, an addition that
Ofili says makes the painting seem
like it came from the earth. Dung
is often incorporated into religious
artwork in Nigeria, where Ofili's
parents were born and where he
derives some of his inspiration.
Due to the controversy, crowds
are flocking to the exhibit.

Controversial Exhibit Draws
Crowds to New York Art Museum
NEW YORK, New York—Mayor
Rudolph Giuliani cancelled funding
to the Brooklyn Museum of Art because it refused to take down an exhibit to which he objected. The
museum is the city's second largest
and houses a prized collection.
"Maybe I'll sue them personally.
I'm entitled to my personal views,"
Giuliani said on television.
Civil liberties activists, writers
and artists are protesting the decision. Barbara Handman, Vice Presi-

Sources: AP, BBC, Chicago Tribune, Common Dreams News Wire,
London Telegraph, Minneapolis
Star Tribune, New York Times,
Washington Post

Sigma Chi's annual fundraiser begins with 'Derby Dating'

Staff Writer AJ Ilika contributes
the weekly national and international news summary. Questions
or comments regarding News
Around the Globe can be directed
to AJ at the Trail office or by email at ailika@ups.edu.
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& CAMPUS EVENTS.

NICHOLE ASHWORTH

Assistant News Editor
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Please contact Security at x3311
if you have any information
about the incidents described
below. Information is kept
confideptdential.
The Art Department reported
the theft of a zip drive from the
computer lab in Kittredge Hall.
Two students reported observing a naked male standing in a
classroom in the Music Building.
They observed the man as they
walked outside the building. Security responded immediately, but
the man had left the area.

Sigma Chi's annual Derby Days
kicked off Tuesday, Oct. 5 with
"Derby Dating," their version of
MTV's "Singled Out." The activities continued that evening with a
"midnight" bowling session at
Chalet Bowl at 10:00 p.m.
Other events during the week included a spaghetti feed, participation in "Take Back the Night," cosponsored by S.I.R.G.E., and a
date auction.
The Derby Days activities will
last through the weekend, with a
Thomas Kemper Rootbeer kegger
and live music on Friday and a
"Powder Puff' football tournament on Saturday. Events will
close that night with the presentation of the Derby Days Trophy.

Members of Sigma Chi interview candidates on
`Derby Dating,' their version of MTV's Singled Out.
"I think it's going to be good this
All proceeds from Derby Days
will benefit the Children's Miracle year, and we are going to hopeNetwork. Last year, Sigma Chi fully make a lot of money for the
raised around $3000. They hope to kids," said Sigma Chi President
exceed that figure this year. Bryhn Ireson.

The security camera in the
Union Ave. vending area was vandalized twice during the week.

City Council

CRIME PREVENTION TIPS:
Always report suspicious
activity to Security Services
immediately by calling x3311.
Use well lit and traveled
pathways while walking on
campus. Security escorts are
also available. Contact security
for off-campus boundaries.

panelists to decide what questions to pose. The panel
will most likely consist of one or two faculty members,
a member of the local press and possibly a student. The
audience will also be given the opportunity to ask
questions later in the debate.
For each question in the debate, one candidate will
have a chance to respond. Then the other candidate will
be given time to answer the question, after which he
will be followed by a rebuttal from the first. This order
will switch with each question, and there will be an even
number of questions to give the candidates an equal
opportunity to begin the rebuttles.

Continued from front page
This debate will be the only one that either of the candidates will participate in during their campaigns; the
rest of their public appearances will involve more of a
forum-type structure.
"It's important because it is the only debate-style
format they will do," said ASUPS President David
Bowe. "It's a position that's influential in the community,
and it
and students are involved in the community.
should be very interesting."
This debate is following a week-long voter registration drive, sponsored by Freak Out, which registered
130 students.
. .

Ever want to learn to rock
climb? The Outdoor Program
and The Climbing Committee
are teaming up to teach "Basic
Rock." The program includes
two days learning about basic
technique, equipment, and safety
at the UPS climbing wall, then
an all day climbing trip. Sessions
are Oct. 14,19 and 24. The cost
is $10 for transportation and
equipment, plus $15 for yearround climbing wall membership. If interested, attend the info
meeting on Oct. 12 at 6:00 p.m.
in the Cellar. Call x3510 or email
mzeaske@ups.edu for= more information.

•

WTO volunteer opportunities. The Seattle Host Organization would be pleased to
have student volunteers to help
in the upcoming World Trade Organization meetings in Seattle
during the week following
Thanksgiving. Application forms
are available in the IPE office in
MC213M. The deadline is Oct.
15. For more information, please
contact Sara Garfunkel at
sgatfunkel@ups.edu or visit the
Host Organization at http://
www.wtoseattle.com .

•
•

•
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Greene's lecture will use humor
to address drug, alcohol issues
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Students rally to 'Take Back the Night'
On Wednesday Oct. 6, the Take Back
the Night march was held. This is UPS'
sixth annual march, but the Take Back
the Night campaign has been national
for the past ten or twelve years according to the Associate Dean for Student
Development Jim Hoppe.
Held last Saturday in Seattle, Take
Back the Night is a symbolic demonstration that was originally started for
women, but includes everyone.
Take Back the Night's purpose is to
show everyone that they need not be
afraid to walk the streets at night and
that they have a right to walk at night
without an escort or a chaperone. It is a
demonstration of a community
collectively taking back its freedom

ROBERT MCCOOL

News Editor

from sexual violence.
The event, sponsored by SIRGE
(Sexuality Issues, Relationship, and
Gender Education) and supported by
Sigma Chi, consisted of three main
stages. The first consisted of an inspirational speaker from the Pierce
County Sexual Assault Building, followed a symbolic march throughout
the residential area. The evening ended
with a candlelight vigil.
Fliers were distributed last week on
campus to create cognizance about the
event. Hoppe says the event has
steadily grown over the past six years
and has come to be a wonderful way
"to raise awareness of the types of violence that occur at night."

Drug and alcohol education speaker Mike Greene
will make his third visit to UPS on Sunday, Oct. 10,
bringing students his humorous and provocative
lecture style.
Greene is currently touring the country full-time
to deliver his educational lecture, titled "Are You
Socially Aware, or Are You Acting Socially Stupid?"
to college students.
In his talks, he calls for students to make smart
decisions about drugs and alcohol, stressing that
they should know their limits. Greene has gained a

Earth Activists and S.E.E.C. work to
improve campus recycling program
Earth Activists, a student-run environmental awareness group, and
S.E.E.C. (Student Environmental Education Coordinators), have recently
taken steps to improve the recycling
program on campus. The groups are
working in conjunction with Facilities
Services to bring plastics recycling to
campus dorms.
The groups decided to take this initiative after several students living in
campus dorms complained about the inadequate opportunities for recycling
plastics, said Earth Activists member
Melissa Nugent.
Facilities Services has agreed to work
with the student groups in starting a
plastics recycling program. The university never recycled plastics previously
because, "the company they go through

Academy of Steve Curran
Karate and Proctor Tan

MILLIONS OF
THE BEST MINDS IN
AMERICA HAVE ALREADY
CHOSEN THE BEST
RETIREMENT SYSTEM:
TIAA-CREF.

doesn't do plastics," said Nugent. As
part of the agreement, Facilities Services will put out extra receptacles for
plastics. After they pick up the bins,
members of the environmental groups
will borrow a university truck and take
the plastics to the dump. Students will
separate plastics by number to be recycled at the dump, said Nugent.
Another of Earth Activists' goals is
to increase environmental awareness
around the university community.
On Saturday, Oct. 23, the group is
sponsoring an environmental nature
walk. The walk will consist of a campus tour led by Facilities Services' Tim
Kezelle and several environmental
studies professors. All are welcome to
attend. For more infqgnation, please
contact Melissa Nugent at 761-9740.

W

hen it comes to planning a
comfortable future, America's
best and brightest turn to the expert:
TIAA-CREF. With over $250 billion in
assets under management, we're the
world's largest retirement system, the
nation's leader in customer satisfaction,*
and the overwhelming choice of people
in education, research, and related fields.

Discount for
UPS students

Call for Info
Ready for a
faTremendous Workout?

•

Aerobic Kickboxing • Full Contact • Weights

•

•

3814 N. 27th Tacoma, WA 98407

"Glorious Tastes with Italian an Flair"

rOMOD010

WEEKELNYD

RESTAURANT

RESERVATIONS ADVISED

SUNDAY BRUNCH
9 AM TO 2 PM

0

(253) 759-4262

Omelets Waffles Pastas
Crepes And More

GROUPS OF 5 OR MORE

LUNCH
DINNER

ranee a nd Annu ity A.m ae ia l iOn / Colleg e Ret ireme n t R./ gl uier Fu nd, NENY
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great deal of popularity on college campuses for
his ability to engage students with humor and get
them to think about the issue.
"His message is simple, about making smart
decisions regarding drugs and alcohol," said Shawn
Baldwin, Assistant Director of Student
Development and Greek Life. "He's been here twice
before—two years ago and four years ago—and the
students love him and are excited that he's coming."
Greene will give his lecture at 7:00 p.m. in
Marshall Hall. The event is sponsored by IRFC,
Panhellenic Council, Residence Student
Association, Division of Student Affairs, Athletics
Department and the President's Office.

GOOD PRICES

3819 N. 26th - Proctor District - 752-1111

Er

JUST A FEW MINUTES FROM UPS CAMPUS

C

manage the largest stock account in the
world (based on assets under management).
Today, TIAA-CREF can help you
achieve even more of your financial goals.
With TIAA-CREF you'll find the
flexibility and choice you need, backed by
a proven history of performance,
remarkably low expenses, and peerless
commitment to personal service.

Expertise You Can
Count On

Find Out for Yourself

For over 80 years, TIAA-CREF has introduced intelligent solutions. to America's
long-term planning needs. We pioneered the
portable pension, invented the variable
annuity, and popularized the very concept
of stock investing for retirement. In fact, we

To learn more about the world's premier
retirement organization, talk to one of our
retirement planning experts, or better still,
speak to one of your colleagues. Find out
why, when it comes to planning for tomorrow, great minds think alike.

To find out more – give us

a call or visit our website

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.'

1 800 842-2776

www.tiaa-creforg

°DALBAR, Inc., 1997 Defined Contribution EreelfrInv Rating.). Past performance is no guarantee of future results. TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional
Services, Inc. distributes CREF certificates and interests in the TIAA Real Estate Account. Teachers Personal Investors Services. Inc. distributes the
TIAA-CREF Mutual Funds. For more complete information. including charges and expenses, please call for prospectuses. Read them carefully before
you invest or send money. To request prospectuses. call I 800 842-2733, ext. 5509. Investments in securities such as mutual funds and variable annuities
are subject to certain risks including the possible loud' principal. 8/99
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1 'Israel Vibes' mellow Fenix
JEFF HEATON
GABOR MEREG

Guest Writers
Israel Vibrations came to the
Fenix in Seattle Sept. 26 and played
a rock solid set of reggae music.
Relative unknowns Morgan Heritage opened for the reggae veterans
and impressed the skeptical crowd.
Heritage is composed of five family members— four brothers and a
sister, all children of reggae star
Denroy Morgan. They worked
through an entertaining set of covers and original pieces, getting the
crowd sufficiently rowdy for the
headliners of the night.
The Vibes went on at about midnight, so the crowd had begun to
mellow out a bit before they appeared. When they finally did show
up on stage, the crowd seemed surprised to see the lead singers of the
group, Cecil "Skelly" Spence and
Lascelle "Wiss" Bulgin, both entering on crutches.
The two met as children in Mona
Rehabilitation Center in Jamaica,
where they were placed for treatment
for polio. They met and began to
make music together almost immediately. Their first LP is considered
by some to be among the best in
reggae. Everything they have done
since has been reggae history.
Skelly and Wiss danced for the
ecstatic and receptive crowd, incorporating their crutches into their
grooves. Their moves looked like a
bizarre cross between robotic

breakdancers, puppets on strings and
people who were really happy.
They also had three microphones
set up on stage for the two lead singers. Skelly and Wiss would rotate
microphones just to change up the
band's stage appearance, but this
was not the only reason for having a
third mic.
The band origiIsrael Vibrations'
nally had a third
first LP is
member, Albert
"Apple Gabriel"
considered by
Craig, who was
also placed in the
some to be
Mona Rehabilitaamong the best in
tion Center as a
child for polio.
reggae.
Craig is now
Everything they
pursuing a solo career and has just
have done since
released his first
solo record with
has been reggae
the Zionites, but
history.
the Vibes still keep
a mic out for him,
if he should ever want to join them
back on stage.
The crowd seemed content as they
left Fenix that night. They had seen
nearly four hours of tight and pleasing reggae music.
For those who want to see more,
check out the Reggae Hotline for any
upcoming shows at (206)447-9868.
Or, if you don't want to leave the
house, be sure to tune in to KGHP
104.5 or 89.1 on Wednesdays from
7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. for classic
and rare reggae records spun by
Mike Kelly.

•

"Indifference: The Sur-Rational Paintings"

"Honoring the 150th Anniversary

by Fritz Ilerschberger

Sunday 1:00 p.m.-4-:00 p.m.

of the Death of Chopin"
Duane Hulbert, Piano
Friday, Oct. 8, 7:20 p.m.
Concert Hall

Free

Free with UPS ID, fi10.50 general

Organ at Noon
Joseph Adam, Organist
Friday, Oct. 8,12:05 p.m.
works by Bohm, Lubeck, Karg-Elert, Vierne,
Hakim
Kilworth Chapel

Faculty Trumpet Recital
Judson Scott, Trumpet
Sunday, Oct.10, 2:00 p.m.
Concert Hall
Free with UPS ID, 110.50 general

Free

"Witches, Women and History"
An Open House for 'Vinegar Tom°
Thursday, Oct. 14-, 4:00 p.m.

Kittredge Art Gallery
Monday-Friday 10:00 a.m.-4-:00 p.m.

Jude Bowerman Trio
Friday, Oct. 8, 8:00 p.m.

•

•

•

Norton Clapp Theatre, Free

Wheelock Student Center, Free

•
"Tap Dogs"

Broadway Center for the Performing Arts
Oct.12, 7:20p.m.
Tickets $20 to $S2

Northwest Chamber Orchestra presents
"Timeless Classics"
works by Mozart, Haydn, Witt

•

October 9, 8:00 p.m. and Oct.10, 2:00 p.m.
Insley Ball Nordstrom Recital Hall at Benaroga

Hall
Seattle Repertory Theatre presents
Preview Performances of 'Wit'
Oct.11-17, 7:20 p.m. Tuesday-Sunday
2:00 p.m. Saturday and Sunday
$10 student, $29 regular
Pay-What-You-Can performance Oct. 11

Gallery Concerts presents
Bicinia in "Viola du Bunke
Central Lutheran Church (Capitol Hill)
Oct. 9, 8:00 p.m.
Student Admission $9

•

•

Know Your

•

Yiliner'S

•

Most Puget Sound students (65%)
or fewer drinks*
have
when they choose to drink.

•

4

*1 Drink= one 12 oz. Beer, 4-5 oz.Wme, I oz. Hard liquor
Based on survey data collected by Counseling, Health and Wellness Services
(I M) from 352 Puget Sound students in a randomly selected mailing.

•
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`Sur-Rational Paintings' strike hearts, souls
KRISTINE ERICKSON

A&E Editor

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

The Holocaust. The mere name strikes
cold chills down the listener's spine as
visions of six million Jews dying in Nazi
internment camps during World War II
flicker through his or her mind.
Though the Holocaust is normally
something most people want to forget,
"Indifference: The Sur-Rational Paintings" by Fritz Hirschberger offers reasons to remember.
Hirschberger is a Holocaust survivor
whose quest it became to teach the world
what it was like to be a
Jew in Europe during
World War II.
"I concluded that to try
to explain the unexplainable, I had to translate each deed of horror from the general to the personal by
isolating the incidents—by reducing the
astronomical numbers to One,"
Hirschberger explained in a written
artist's statement.
Rejecting all styles and media of painting as unsuitable for his subject,
Hirschberger created an oil-based, thin,
luminous paint, able to be applied in several layers. This is offset by black outlines drawn with grease-charcoal pencil.
The "Sur-Rational" name affixed to
this collection is an apt one. While the
images seem surreal, their messages are
all too real and rational. Though at first
glance the painting style would be easy
to brush off, upon further reflection the
messages embed themselves in the
viewer's brain and refuse to let go.
Hirschberger's combination of text
with the paintings is based on medieval

German "Moritat" songs, in which bards
would sing about heinous crimes accompanied by illustrated banners—a sort of
grotesque comic strip. In this way,
Hirschberger introduces his viewers to
the content of each painting.
The paintings are striking in both their
subject matter and their coloring. Most
are a bright red, blue or purple, except
for the people's eyes, which are a stark
white. Although the human figures are
presented in a cartoonish way, the context of the paintings offsets this effect.
The first painting in the exhibit, "The
Same Fire," sets the tone. It depicts a
cified Jew, calling up
the image of a crucified Jesus. Lining the
Review bottom is a collage of
familiar images from
the Holocaust—emaciated camp prisoners, canisters of Zyklon B Gas (used in
Auschwitz), and the signs above the entrances to death camps reading "Work
makes you free," an idea which was one
of the major deceptions of the system.
The painting calls up the question: where
would Jesus of Nazareth have been during the Holocaust? The unspoken answer: in a Nazi camp.
Christianity is more overtly challenged
in "The Concordat," referring to a 1933
agreement between the Vatican and Nazi
Germany. Using the spiritual colors of
purple and red, the painting depicts a
Nazi and a religious figure with a blurred
face standing on a prostrate Jew. This
painting calls attention to the complicity
of outsiders, especially the Catholic
Church, in the genocide of the Jews. After 1933, there was virtually no rescue
effort froin the Vatican.

ery

The poem by Edward Yashinski reads:
"Fear not your enemies, for they can only
kill you. Fear not your friends, for they
can only betray you. Fear only the indifferent who permit the killers and betrayers to walk safely on the earth."
Underneath the poem mingled with
barbed wire•s a huddled Jewish family,
featuring a tiny, white, fragile baby staring piercingly into the
viewer's eyes. Here, ‘‘
Hirschberger is emphaFear not your
sizing the role of indifenemies, for they
ference in the process of
genocide, both in
can only kill you.
churches worldwide and
Fear not your
rn in various nations which
el were in a position to
friends, for they
6' help, particularly the
can only betray
States.
Fritz Hirschberger's "Martyr United
Though it was too late
you. Fear only the
Number 44074" depicts Edith to save many Jews from
Stein, a convert to Catholicism the Holocaust, it can be
indifferent, who
killed at a Nazi death camp inferred from the paintpermit the killers
because she was racially a Jew. ings that now is the time
to counteract indifferand betrayers to
Especially disturbing Vfirschberger's ence before hate gets out
walk safely on the
use of machine imagery to depict Nazi of hand.
brutality. Jews are frequently on wagons
The exhibit is in the
earth.
or being tortured by a mechanical hand Main Gallery at
—E. Yashinski
operated by a Nazi, and are seldom seen Kittredge Hall through
being directly touched by a soldier. This Nov. 28. Hours are Moncan be seen especially in "Puppets on a day through Friday from
String," a work depicting two Jews suf10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. and Sundays
fering this fate. The painting is a strikfrom 1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
ing illustration of the complete control
Hirschberger will be coming to the
the Nazis came to have over Jews in oc- Kittredge Gallery on Oct. 11 at 1:00 p.m.,
along with curator Stephen Feinstein
cupied countries.
In the midst of the darkness portrayed from the Center for Holocaust and Genoby Hirschberger, there is a ray of hope.
cide Studies, University of Minnesota,
Key to this hope is "Indifference," in for a discussion of the exhibit. "Indifferwhich the text serves a striking reminder. ence" is funded by the Regis Foundation.

'Golden Child' takes Seattle R

rtory Theatre by storm

not part with the old ways to walk the
the favorite child, often spoiled and
path of her husband's new god. She takes
never struck, who dotes on the father she
to imbibing opium to buffer her against has not seen since she was a baby.
"Golden Child," a play by David her "sisters" and give her bravery in deal
Ahn causes the first rift between TienHenry Hwang, is a fantastic play that ing with them. She calls the loyalty of Bin and his Eastern values when she asks
everyone should see. It is the story of a her daughter into question when she him to remove the bindings around her
wealthy merchant's decision to convert
sends her to spy on her husband and the
feet that are causing her so much pain.
from ancestor-worship to Christianity
white missionary.
The binding of women's feet has been
and the resulting astounding
Second Wife Eng Luan is the a tradition for centuries, and First Wife
repercussions.
‘zettcrt "bad guy" of the play, a cold- is loath to depart from it. She is forced
Eng Tien-Bin, played by
hearted, power-hungry woman
to choose between obeying her husband
criecus who will try on any number of and obeying her ancestors, a recurring
James Saito, returns to his
family in China after three
masks and costumes to gain the theme throughout the play.
years abroad in the Philippines bursting position of favored wife.
The main theme is that of the effect
with Western philosophies and ideas. He
Eng Luan is full of
of the arrival of Chrisbrings to his small, tradition-bound vilbitterness toward her "Golden Child" is an tianity in China had
lage a disturbing new concept: Christianposition as second wife
upon the cult of ancesity, a faith reviled by all good ancestor- because, instead of be- entrancing play that tor-worshippers at that
worshippers as an evil invented by the ing honorably be- brilliantly demonstrates time. The conflict be"White Devils."
trothed, she was given
tween obligation and
When Tien-Bin decides to invite a to Tien-Bin to pay off a the conflicts of family
duty within the family
white missionary into his home to fur- debt when her father
and the individual as is also brilliantly
ther explore this new doctrine, his wives, lost his fortune.
shown.
during a memorable banquet scene, enThird Wife Eng Eling well as that of religion.
The play does an
gage in a vicious game of one- bears the brunt of Eng
excellent job of illusupsmanship to become the favored wife. Luan's bitterness because Eng Eling was
trating Chinese customs and interaction
The three wives are excruciatingly
formerly not only a peasant, but Eng
within the nuclear family during that
aware that, should their husband convert Luan's servant as well. Eng Eling also time period.
to Christianity, he would retain only one holds the coveted status as Eng TienThe dialogue is witty and amusing
wife. In their efforts to discredit and outBin's favorite wife, the only one he marthroughout the play, with sly innuendo
maneuver one another, the wives split the ried for love and his sole reason for conand social commentaries. The play comfamily asunder.
verting to Christianity.
bines the spirit of comedy with the seriEng Siu-Yong, First Wife, is a dediEng Ahn is the daughter of Eng Tien- ous content to produce a dramatic and
cated worshipper of ancestors who canBin and First Wife Eng Siu-Yong. She is tragic, yet thought-provoking ending.
VAUNA JONES

Assistant 4&E Editor

•

•

•

•

The cast gave a sterling performance,
especially James Saito (Eng Tien-Bin),
who played Shredder in the blockbuster
hit "Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles."
Many members of the cast have film
or television credits under their belt, and
they appeared to be an experienced,
well-rounded group. They worked extremely well together and everything
flowed smoothly.
"Golden Child" is an entrancing play
that brilliantly demonstrates the conflicts
of family and the individual as well as
that of religion.
The play is showing at the Seattle Repertory Theatre in the Seattle Center
through Oct. 30. Tickets for performances range in price from $10 to $42.
For ticket reservations call the Seattle
Repertory Theatre Box Office at (206)
443-2222.

The family
struggling
with the
conflict
between
Eastern and
Western
values in
"Golden
Child"
includes Ahn
(Kim, left),
Tien-Bin
(Saito), and
Siu-Yong
(Miyori).

•
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Today's society still needs lesson learned in 'Eames
The play is very much
The cast is well put
an
assault on all things
together and each
common and a medium for
character fulfills his or
Wilde to express the superWhile there are many things to do her role very well. The
ciliousness of society and
downtown, one of the best may be the actors all adopt the
the values of the time. It
Theatre On The Square, where right now
feel of the time period
skewers everything that
The Tacoma Actors Guild is performing they are reenacting.
people feel "earnest"
The Importance of Being Earnest, a co- Kelland Lindsey, the
about—birth, love, marmedy written by Oscar Wilde. The cast actor playing Jack's
riage, death, and
presents a good interpretation of the play
sidekick, Mr.
the upper class.
and keeps it lively and fun to watch.
Algernon Moncrieff,
Moreover, the plot The play is very
Set in Victorian England, the play has is especially wonderis easy to follow.
no problem poking fun at the morals and ful at playing his part
much an assault on
The theater itattitudes held by society. Partly because of the overindulged,
self is very small, all things common
of this fact, it has been heralded as one practical joker.
but
that makes the
of the greatest comic stage works of the
Among the better
and a medium for
performance
betEnglish language. Wilde
scenes is the
ter. The intimate Wilde to express the
uses language and the
catfight between
area allows the acabsurd situations into
'coecat the two female
tors to be heard superciliousness of
which the Wilde puts
leads, Actors Andrew De Rycke, Mary Kae Irvin (sea red)
well and the society and the
characters to illustrate how a person Gwendolen and and JoAnn Johnson perform in TAG 's "Earne st."
smaller audience
could reform his or her lifestyle.
Cecily. The actresses,
values of the time.
discourages interruptions.
few drawbacks. For one, it is broken up
Wilde uses Earnest to satirize conven- Mary Kae Irvin and Vickilee Wohlbach,
Overall, the play is funny and
tional Victorian morality. The two main perfectly played their parts and kept the with two intermissions, which are long
worthwhile to watch. I would urge evcharacters, Algernon Moncrieff and Jack scene energetic and petty. This scene is and tend to hinder the continuity of the
play. There are also some rather long eryone to see this marvelous perforWorthing, are men who tend to take suable to transcend the times—the faults
mance. Performances will be held on
scene changes that make the performance
perficial things seriously. The eccen- Wilde finds can be seen in our societe
Tuesdays
and Thursdays at 7:00 p.m.,
tric characters fall in love and are caught now. Wilde wants people to live more drag on, inhibiting the flow of the play.
on
Wednesdays
and Fridays at 8:00 p.m.,
The
scenery
is
very
pleasing
to
the
eye,
in a web of comic half-truths and mis- fulfilling lives, easily fitting into our
on Saturdays at 2:00 and 8:00 p.m., and
understandings. The women in the play modern society, as life's true goal is to however. The costumes were effective,
Sundays at 2:00 and 7:00 p.m., through
matching the decor of the set, and lookare also presumptuous and poke fun at live meaningfully.
Oct. 17. Tickets are $12.50 for students.
While the play is entertaining, it has a ing very striking on the actors.
the norms of marriage and society.

ALICIA ARBIENTROUT

Staff Writer
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Ryan's 'Diaphanous'
impressively elegant
JOSH EPSTEIN

Staff Writer
Seattle singer Mary Lydia Ryan has
recently released her second album, Diaphanous, a fine and thoroughly enjoyable CD. Her
consistently effective singing, fine piano playing, and
solid backups make for a
refreshing work.
Ryan's vocal performance hints at training in
its remarkable consistency
and strength. Her voice is
strong and dramatic without being sentimental.
Penetrating, stirring, and emotive, this
aspect of the music alone deserves high
acclaim. Ryan's vocal skills would no
doubt hold up in many genres; I for one
would like to hear her try her hand at a
more jazzy style.
Her piano skills are well up to the goal
of uniqueness, providing fine texture to
the music. Moreover, the songs, most of
which Ryan wrote herself, are most impressive. They all invoke charming melodies and offer thought-provoking, intelligent, and
highly elegant lyrics.
The backups are inven4
tive and engaging. The instrumentations keep the good but otherwise homogenous songs from droning
on, and keeps the album vibrant.
Every musical choice made in arranging these songs demonstrates intelligence, taste, and ingenuity. The first

track, which features an accordion, is
particularly excellent. This is a musical
choice which, if misplaced, could be disastrous. Here, though, it works subtly
and musically.
The most striking tracks
are that first song, "Devil
With Wings," as well as the
seventh, "What You Pay Me
For," which is both captivating and somewhat wry.
Somehow, though, the album seems incomplete. The
chief problem I have with Diaphanous is that Ryan appears afraid to let loose. Her
voice, while strong, never seems to rise
above a whisper.
In spite of the liner notes, in which she
says, "I am making my emotions bare,"
it seems as though Ryan is holding something back throughout the album.
I have a feeling that, would she simply pass more air over her vocal cords,
she would turn out to have one of the finest voices in decades.
Near the end, I found myself wanting
to shout, "Let `er rip, Mary—we're not
in a library!"
t4sa. Nonetheless, Mary Lydia
Ryan is a fine talent, and Dietoirew, aphanous is a strong, promising product with great material all around.
For only her second release, this is an
album highly deserving of recognition,
and I have a hunch that future efforts will
earn her great stature. I look forward to
her next album.

-R

We'll Pay You
To Have Exciting
Weekends.

.

The Army Reserve will give you weekend excitement like
you've never had before, and you can earn more than $18,000
while you're enjoying yourself during a standard enlistment.
Think about it. On a part-time basis, usually one weekend
a month plus two weeks Annual Training, you could earn
good pay, have a good time, make good Eiends and even be
entitled to good benefits and opportunities to get money for
education.
You'll also be getting hands-on training in a skill that will
last you a lifetime.
Army Reserve knows how to make weekends interesting.
Are you interested?

Think about it. Then think about us. Then call:

1-800-USA-ARMY

www.goarmy.com

BE ALL YOU CAN BE:

ARMY RESERVE

•
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\/lorning show DJs play hit songs on KUPS
INTERVIEW BY SBERRARD EWING

Guest Writer

•

What's the best part about being a
D'1?

Names: Chris Rudolph & Matt

3elarnar
TirnelDay: Tuesdays & Thursdays, 7:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m.

•

year:7reshmen
What type of music
do you guys play?
Chris: >4 wide variety of music for the
first hour. We play
anything on rotation
and take requests. find
then we do a talk show and
music mix for the second hour.

•

•

What made you want to be a 07 for
KUPS?
Chris: We thought it would be a great
way to meet girls. So far it hasn't worked

•

Are there any
perks to the job?
Matt. We get to give
away free stuff.
Chris: find it's our only
contact with the outside
world.
What's the worst part about working for The Sound?
Matt. 9tsmells really bad in the booth.

'Three Kings' gives dark
package of laughs, drama
especially known for their comedy background, their comical talents are evident
in this movie. There are big laughs in the
When the United States wins a war,
midst of rather bleak situations, and also
we often think of it as a definitive battle, a strong underlying message and some
one where the problems of the past are heavy drama.
laid to rest and life may then continue in
Even Mark Wahlberg, most commonly
peace. "Three Kings" is a dark comedy know for being a Calvin Klein poster boy
that alludes to the situation
and a member of
in Iraq after Operation "Three Kings" delivers
the New Kids on
Desert Storm, and offers a
the Block, shows
strange, stark, and comical it all— action, comedy,
signs of promisversion of post-war life for and drama— in a highly ing acting talent.
the Iraqi citizens.
"Three Kings"
Memorable for its poi- entertaining package.
delivers it all—
gnant scenes and brutally
action, comedy,
funny comedy, "Three Kings" delivers and drama in a highly entertaining packall the elements of an original, entertain- age. It is, because of the dark comedy
ing film based on the startling reality of qualities, a rather odd, unique film, but
life in Iraq after the war from the viewits fast pace and action-packed plot appoint of four ruthlessly money-hungry peal to a large variety of audiences.
military men.
End Result: an eyeful of weird but
The film stars George Clooney, Mark smart entertainment.
Wahlberg, and Ice Cube, three unlikely
heroes who remain after the war and disRating:
regard their military duties to steal hidden gold bullion that Iraq stole from
Kuwait. Through an unexpected series
of events, they
MovTo
MOVIE RATING
tangle with a group
vTow, of dissatisfied Iraqi
SYSTEM
citizens, and together fight against the
injustice of Hussein's rule.
* Not even worth
One word of caution—this film is not
your time.
intended for the weak-stomached. Gore
*41. Rent it when there's
runs rampant and is often shown in slow
nothing better to do
motion. This is part of the innovative cinematography, full of minimalist, grainy
Worth going out to
images that are almost reminiscent of an
see eventually.
older documentary.
Run, don't walk,
If you can stand the blood, the humor
***AL to the movie
will have you rolling over in your seat
theater!
laughing. Although none of the stars are
EMILY STOLTZ

Staff Writer

•

Chris: We get free stickers, and lots
of free condoms from Crosscurrents.
Matt. We're also learning how
not to swear for two hour
periods. Which makes it
easier to come home
and speak with our
grandmothers.

***

Chris: find it
gets really hot.
9t's not too well
ventilated in
there.
Are you interested in radio as
a career?
Matt: When it
stops becoming
fun, we'll quit.
Chris: don't
know. 9 think 91/
always be into
1-174114 radio.

Chris Rudolph and Matt Feldmar joke
around in the booth.

What improvements do you guys have planned for
the show this year?

Matt: We'll try to get more guests
that can do impersonations. Last
week we had Barry White. Chris is
Chris: Eventually we're going to turn hoping to get a call button so people
it into a full-on talk show. There will can call in and talk on the air.
be local news, we will talk about events
Chris: We're lonely—call us!
on and off campus and sports.

A&E

IN BRIEF

Campus Films
Presents:

'Tap Dogs" to play Pantages in Tacoma
The hit show featuring six Australian tap dancers has taken
the world by storm. Nicknamed "Testosterone Tap" by the
British press, the show was created and choreographed by
Dein Perry. A success from its debut in 1995, Perry won an
Olivier award (the equivalent of an American Tony) in 1996
for the show's choreography. It also features a rousing
original score by Andrew Wilkie. "Tap Dogs" will be at the
Pantages Theater in Tacoma on Oct. 13 at 7:30 p.m., $20-$52.

Wrap n' Roll at Wing Luke Asian Museum
On Saturday, Oct. 9, from 1:00 to 3:00 p.m., the Wing Luke
Asian Museum will sponsor a basic Japanese roll and
sushi-making class taught byJeff Kaizuka, owner of Kaizuka
Teppanyaki & Sushi Bar. All ingredients and tools for
delicious results will be provided. At the finish of the class,
students may eat their own creations. Pre-registration is
required at (206) 623-5124. The class fee is $5 for adults.

LYSTER LOWER CID COVER !DESIGN CONTEST!!
Are you artistically Inclined?
Would you like to design a CD cover for this up-and-coming sko,
punk and swing bond?
'

If so, submit your entries as soon as possible! The contest will end
when the band sees a particularly eye catching entry.
The winner will receive a Lyster Lower Fun Pack including on
autographed CD, a cool gift from each member, and anything else
they feel like throwing in.
Good luck!
For more information, contact Ryan Guggenmos at x8713

THE CELLAR
Mon-Thum
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

11:00AM-1:00AM
11:00AM-12:00AM
7:00 PM-12:00AM
8:00PM-12:00AM

Check out the Cellar for
their latest specials!

THE

HAUNTING
WWW.ASYLUMCOM HAUNTING
AMERICA ONLINE KEYWORD: HAUNTING
IWIIIIIRTID1111111111,M1110, DIsT1111111 TIM 1 I I
Ibl• Mallet 4111 ■ 11••.1

Playing Oct. 8-10
FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT
CAMPUS FILMS AT:
WWW.ASUPS.UPS.EDU/EVENTS/FILMS

En mom
Areyou atalerted artist, photographer orwriter? Even ifyou
aren't , here's your chance to hit
it big and see your name in
print !
CROSSCURRENTS, the campus
artandliteraryjoumal , isgetting
readyforlhenewyearandwants
your original submissions!
Turn your work in by October
11 to SUB 007, or email it to
CCR@ups.edu .
AnyQuestions?? Callx3291
Also, pick up a free
condom, brought to you
by the wonderful people
at CROSSCURRENTS!

•
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HUMAN RIGHTS
WEEK
OCTOBER 6
THROUGH
OCTOBER 12

A

DAY AGAINST HATE
is a rally
held against sexual violence and rape. To
is being held on the
go along with Take Back the Night, SIRGE also
one-year aniversary of the
coordinated efforts to bring the Clothesline
death of Matthew Shepard,
Project to UPS. THE CLOTHESLINE PROJECT raises
who was murdered last
October because he was
awareness of rape and sexual assault by showing
homosexual. A Day Against
t-shirts made by victims with words or thoughts
about their attack.
Hate is being held to raise
Survivors of "After hearing a lot of
awareness about all types of
domestic and
z hate crimes and prejudices.
C)
statistics
and
reading
the
sexual assault at
The day will end with
The Clothesline Project displayed shirts made
accounts
of
women
who
speakers and events in
UPS were able to
by victims of sexual and domestic violence.
Marshall Hall at 7:00 p.m.
make t-shirts on have been abused, it is
Tuesday and amazing to see a visual
Wednesday.
ETITIONS FOR HUMAN RIGHTS are being sponsored by the
representation."
International Club. A table will be setup on Friday, Oct. 8
-- Regina Pontbriand,
during lunch (between 10:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m.) with information
coordinator of
about internationational human rights violations. Alicia
The Clothesline Project
Armentrout, coordinator of the petitions, said, "Our goal is to inform
people of the injustices happening in America and abroad." People
can also learn about the Amnesty International group, and sign up
to become involved.
ATIONAL
COMING
OUT
AKE BACK THE NIGHT

•

•

p

N

also takes place on Monday,
although it is not necessarily tied to Human
Rights Week. Coming out day events being
planned by Understanding Sexuality, will
include a Gay 101 (a panel of gay, lesbian,
and bisexual students answering
questions), along with an information table
during the lunch period.
DAY

"Human Rights Week recognizes that everyone has the intrinsic right to
live free of abuse -- regardless of gender, ethnicity, sexual orientation,
disabilties, or socio-economic status."
--Jolie Harris, Student Diversity Center Coordinator

STUDENT GROUPS ADDRESS DIVERSITY

T

•

H E UPS Diversity Center will be sponsoring the first ever University of Puget Sound Human

Rights Week beginning Wednesday, Oct. 6 and ending Tuesday, Oct. 12. Jolie Harris, Student
Diversity Center Coordinator, said, "Human Rights Week honors and acknowledges individuals
whose rights have been trampled while attempting to raise awareness of inequalities."
The week began with Take Back the Night, sponsored by Sexuality Issues, Relationships, and
Gender Exploration (SIRGE) and will end with A Day Against Hate, sponsored by Understanding
Sexuality (US). During the week students are asked to reflect on diversity and human rights
around their lives.

•

•

•

•

•
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et. 12 marks the one-year
anniversary of the death of
Matthew Shepard, a homosexual
student in Wyoming who was killed for
being gay. Throughout the entire decade,
the issue of hate crimes has been prevalent
in the media and legislation. Despite
increased attention, hate crimes remain a
national problem...

face.html),
on
sexual
Incidences of Hate
"Among groups
orientation. Of
currently
those, the
Crimes in 1997
included in the
highest target
Hate Crime
group were
Statistics Act,
homosexual
the greatest
males, with 760
number of hate
cases reported.
crimes of any
The report
kind are
also showed an
perpetrated
increase in the
against Africanlevel of violence
Americans." Of
in the amount of
the 4,710
attacks against
homosexuals.
In recent years the number of hate crimes, racially
The report said
crimes specifically targeting a person because motivated
that 37 percent
of their race, color, national origin, ethnicity, incidences in
gender, disability, or sexual orientation, has 1997, 3,120 were focused on African of the victims suffered very serious
Americans. Lynch.ings, cross-burnings, and injuries or death.
been generally rising.
Faces Against Hate Crimes also
After the passing of the Hate Crimes church-burnings were primary ways of
reports that in anti-homosexual
Statistics Act of 1990, the Federal Bureau of showing hate.
The report also showed that violence hate crimes, "even when victims
Investigation (FBI) has conducted and
released annual studies on hate crimes in the against Asian/Pacific Islanders has increased. reported an incident to the police
Faces Against Hate Crimes said, "Violence and stressed its biased nature,
United States.
upon
Asian-Americans feeds upon long- more than half the time police
The reports show a general increase
standing
discrimination and contemporary failed to classify the incidents as
••between 1991 and 1997 (the year of the most
tensions.
Chinese,
Japanese, and other Asian- biased-motivated."
recently available report). In 1991 a total of
Ten percent of hate crimes in
4,558 incidents of hate crime were reported, Americans have been subjected to cycles of
whereas in 1997 a total of 8,049 were intolerance since they first arrived in the 1997 were based on ethnicity or
United States over a century-and-a-half ago." national origin. Less than one
reported, nearly twice as many incidents.
A total of 34 percent of the hate crimes in percent dealt with disabilities.
The 1997 report showed that race was the
Of the 8,474 known hate crime
primary cause of hate crimes, accounting for 1997 were religiously motivated. Of the acts
58 percent of the reported hate crimes. The of religious hate, an overwhelming majority offenders, 5,344 were Caucasian
report broke down racially-motivated crimes (1,087 acts) were directed towards Jewish and 1,629 were African-American.
to anti-Caucasian, anti-African-American, people. Other targeted religious groups Most offenders were males aged in
their mid-twenties.
anti-American Indian/Alaskan Native, anti- included Catholics and Islamics.
Sexual orientation was the third highest
In the state of Washington, a
Asian/Pacific Islander, anti-multiracial.
As reported in Faces Against Hate Crimes cause for hate crimes. In 1997, fourteen total of 275 hate offenses were
(http://www.civilrights.org/lcef/hcpc/ percent of hate crimes reported were based reported in 1997.

•

•

•

"1 let no man
drag me down so
low as to make
me hate him."
-- Booker T.

•

Washington

•

•

0

z

WASHINGTON STATE
RESOUR,cE-S.
Anti-hate organizations
Northwest Coalition Against Malicious
Harassment
P.O. Box 21428
Seattle, WA
(206) 233-9136
NCAMH@aol.com

♦ State government

State government
reporting agency

anti-hate agencies

State Uniform Crime Report Program
Washington Association of Sheriffs and
Police Chiefs
P.O. Box 826
Olympia, WA 98507
(360) 586-3221

Community Relations Service Office
Northwest Regional Office
915 Second Avenue
Suite 1808
Seattle, WA 98174
(206) 220-6700

what i3 a WI Crint?
Congress defines a hate crime as crime in
which the defendant intentionally selects a
victim, or in the case of a property crime, the
property that is the object of the crime, because

•

m

of the actual or perceived race, color, national
origin, ethnicity, gender, disability, or sexual
orientation of any person.
Defined in section 280002(a) of the Violence Crime
Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994-.Official
Congressional definition of a hate crime

"Prejudices
are what
fools use for
reason."
-- Voltaire

m

HOW CONGRESS IS ADDRESSING HATE CRIME ISSUES
Hate Crimes Statistics Act of 1990
Requires the Justice Department to collect and
report statistics on hate crimes, especially crimes
involving murder, rape, assault, and arson. The
act was instituted so that accurate information
could be made public, and trends and patterns
could be analyzed.
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act of 1992
Required states to include plans to prevent crimes
based on prejudices in juvenile delinquency plans.
The act set aside $100,000 for the Office of Juvenile
Justice Delinquency Programs to study connections
between violent youth and hate-motivated crimes.

Hate Crimes Sentencing Enhancement Act
of 1994
An amendment to the Violent Crime Control and
Law Enforcement Act, this act increased sentencing
by one-third in cases proven to be motivated by
prejudices.
Church Arson Prevention Act of 1996
Intended as a response to the burning of over 66
African American churches in an 18 month period,
this act extended the Hate Crimes Statistics Act and
also imposed tougher sentencing for crimes
committed against religious property when the
motivation was based on race, color, or the
ethnicity.

Information collected from Fighting Hate Across the Nation -- Federal Response to Hate Violence
(http://www.civilrights.org/lcef/hcpc/fed/)
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Logger Volleyball strong against
Northwest Conference opponents
VOLLEYBALL

Loggers fall to Whitworth
despite lively running game
The Logger football team fell behind early on Saturday,
Oct. 2 against the Whitworth College Pirates, and were
unable to recover, dropping the game by a score of 45-12
on the road in Spokane.
The Pirates took a 17-0 lead in the first quarter, and
that was all they would need. The Loggers answered early
in the second on a 20-yard pass from Craig Knapp to Bryan
Siu that capped a season-best 80-yard, nearly sevenminute drive.
Whitworth added another score on a 46-yard pass before halftime. The closest the Loggers would come to
catching the Pirates from then on came after their first
drive in the second half, when Knapp found senior wide
receiver Micah Pavich for a four-yard touchdown pass to
make the score 24-12.
The loss spoiled a strong resurgence in the Loggers'
ground game. UPS came into the contest with just one
player boasting positive running yardage, but was able to
rack up 141 yards on the ground against the Pirates.
The 327 total yards were by far the best performance
by the Logger offense this season. They struggled on
defense, however, yielding 660 yards to the powerful
Whitworth offense.
The entire Logger offensive line was given the honor
of Dande Football Player of the Week for their efforts in
the improved UPS running game.
The Loggers next face the Eastern Oregon Mountaineers, Saturday, Oct. 9 at 1:30 p.m. at Baker Field. The
Loggers hold the edge in the all-time series.between the
two teams, 4-3, but the Mountaineers have won the last
two matchups.

Cross country prepares for
Pacific Lutheran Invitational
The UPS cross country team had the week off from
competition, preparing themselves for the Pacific Lutheran
Invitational at Ft. Steilacoom Park in Lakewood. The invitational is a good chance for the Loggers to meet some
of their Northwest Conference opponents before the conference championships on Oct. 30.
Last year, the Logger women took second in the
tournament, led by Dana Murray, who finished third overall. Pacific Lutheran University took the women's title
last year. The Loggers took the men's title behind Dave
Davis' first-place finish. Davis has won both of the
invitationals the Loggers have competed in this season.
The team hopes to have standout sophomore Dana
Boyle, who has been held out of the past two competitions,
back in action for the invitational.
The women's 5000 meter race will begin at 10:00 a.m.,
and the men's 8000 meter race is to start at 11:00 a.m.

Pro baseball wraps up season
The 1999 Major League Baseball regular season came
to an end on Sunday, Oct. 3. It was a season of surprises
and disappointments, but now that the playoffs are set, most
of the spots are filled by teams that had been expected to
be there from the season's beginning.
In the American League, Texas, Cleveland and New York
claimed their respective divisions, and Boston won the
"wildcard" spot over the surprising Oakland.
In the National League, Arizona, Houston and Atlanta
took their division titles, and New York finished tied with
Cincinnati for the wildcard spot. The Mets won the onegame playoff to advance to the Division Series.
In the National League homerun race, Mark McGwire
edged Sammy Sosa for the second straight year, 65 to 63.
The Mariners' Ken Griffey, Jr. took the American League
homerun title with 48.

KATIE HARRIS

Guest Writer
Coming into their match against an undefeated Pacific
Lutheran team on Wednesday, the UPS volleyball team scored
a major win in Northwest Conference competition. The Loggers swept the Lutes 15-9, 15-4, 15-7 to earn their first conference win of the season. The Loggers dominated the net, showing depth and skill with five different players making five or
more kills each.
Unfortunately, this depth was not enough to carry them
through their weekend matches against Whitman (4-2) on Oct.
1, and Whitworth (3-3) on Oct. 2. On the road at Whitman
College, the Loggers lost the match in five games by the score
of 15-6, 12-15, 15-12, 12-15, and 11-15, despite heroic efforts
by Eileen Gamache, who had 19 kills and 24 assists, and Lindsi
Weber who had 53 assists on the evening. On Saturday, the

Loggers got off to a better start against Whitworth, winning
the first game 15-11, but were unable to pull off the match,
losing the next three games 8-15, 12-15, and 5-15. Karen Thomas and Anna Marsh led the Loggers in kills with 12 and 11,
and Weber supported the team at the net with 48 assists. This
was the first loss Puget Sound has suffered against Whitworth
since joining the Northwest Conference, dropping the Loggers to 1-4 in conference play and 3-9 overall.
The UPS volleyball team will have an opportunity to improve their conference record this weekend as they take on
Northwest Conference opponent Pacific University (1-5) on
Friday, Oct. 8, at 7:00pm in the Fieldhouse. The Loggers will
have another home match on Saturday against Lewis and Clark
(0-6). That game will also be held at 7:00pm in the Fieldhouse.
With a winning history against these two teams, junior
Gamache leading the Northwest Conference in kills last week,
and junior Weber coming up with the most assists per game in
Northwest Conference competition, the UPS ladies are hoping for a strong showing this weekend.

Baseball needs to give more
teams fair chance at pennant
I'll even admit that I was rooting for the
spending-happy Yankees to break that
all-time record for wins in a season. But

BILL PARKER

Sports Editor
Well, the baseball season is over. For
fans like me, this is traditionally the
most exciting time of the year: the
teams that were the best throughout the
season battle it out head-to-head, until
finally two great teams get a chance to
show they're the best in the world. This
is what baseball is supposed to be.
Nowadays, on the other hand, the
Braves, Yankees, Indians, and one or
two other teams that broke the bank that
year (such as the 1997 Marlins or the
1999 Diamondbacks) ease their way
past a few teams with high-but-nothigh-enough budgets, and two of them
get to slug it out to prove they spent
their enormous sums of money more
wisely than any of the other big-market
teams this season.
I'll admit, 1998 was an exciting year.

1999 has taken the slightly out-of-hand
and made it ridiculous. Rather than building a team from scratch and winning on
hard work and teamwork, the top teams
today win by bidding highest for great
players, like Roberto Alomar, who
change big-market teams every year.
And the little guy doesn't have a
chance. The Montreals, Pittsburghs and
Minnesotas of the league sell their top
talent just to stay afloat while the New

Yorks and Los Angeleses rake in most
of the all-important TV revenue.
Even if a small-market team happens to have a big year, like the Reds
this year, there's always someone bigger, stronger and wealthier to ensure
that they don't have a chance. And
don't think the Reds will be back next
year, either.
If baseball wants to make this time
exciting again, and wants to reclaim
its title as "America's Pastime," the
players need to consent to a salary cap,
and the owners to revenue sharing.
Otherwise, as interest in the McG wire
vs. Sosa homerun race fades, fans will
begin disappearing fast.
Baseball is a great game, but it can't
be powered by greed and self-interest.
If the game is to survive, owners and
players alike need to consider the best
interests and the history of the game
ahead of their own bank accounts.
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.2e.tirie,tat/t
Sport: Soccer
Yew: Junior
.Why he's the Puget Sound Athlete of the Week: David was
named the Northwest Conference Men's Soccer Player of the
Week after scoring all four of the Loggers' goals in their two
wing over the weekend.
High School: Pt. Curtis Nigh School, Pt. Curtis, CO
SpaniSh/English
Goal for the Season: "The main goal is to stay focused on the
next game and not look too far ahead."
Greatest motivation this season: 'Seeing everyone work together
as a team... When you see your teammates working hard, it
pushes you to work harder."
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Loggers get back on winning track
Team wins three, achieves #2 regional, #16 national rankings

•

was a defensive battle from then on,
ending in a 1-1 tie.
The Loggers took little time getting
BILL PARKER
back on the board in the second half,
Sports Editor
getting a goal at about the five minute
mark from freshman Chris Raymond on
The men's soccer team, eager to
bounce back from their first loss of the an assist by Tye Tolentino. That would
season, came back in a big way this prove to be the winning goal, as the Loggers held on to win by the
week, recording wins at Pacific
score of 2-1.
Lutheran on Sept. 29, George
Up Nacr:
The weekend belonged to
Fox on Oct. 2, and Pacific UniVS. WHITWORTH
Logger David Ludwin. The
versity on Oct. 3. The victories
OcT. 9, 2:30PM
junior from Ft. Collins,
helped vault the Loggers to a #2
EAST ATHLETIC
Colorado scored all four of the
ranking in the NCAA Division
III West Region, and an all-time Logger Loggers goals on the weekend to lead
them to their two victories. Ludwin's
high of #16 in the nation.
Against Pacific Lutheran in the mid- performance earned him both Puget
Sound Athlete of the Week and Northweek match, the Loggers got on the
board early and were able to tough it out west Conference Men's Soccer Player of
for the win. Adam Vance scored the first the Week.
There was no score through one half
goal from the right side, just seven
minutes into the game. PLU tied the of the game at George Fox on Oct. 2
score at the 8:45 mark, and the first half when Ludwin started his remarkable run,

MEN'S SOCCER

,.

•

Women's soccer
starts 4-1 in NWC

breaking the tie at the 52 minute mark
already surpassed the 1998 men's team's
off of a throw-in by Tolentino. He added season total for goals, 28 to 24. Ludwin
a second on another Tolentino throw-in leads the way with eight goals. Tolentino,
at the 68 minute mark for a 2-0 Logger who has been setting a number of Logger career records this season, is next with
victory. Goalkeeper Ryan Wittstruck recorded his fourth shutout of the season, five, joined by the freshman Raymond.
Tolentino and Zamira are tied for the team
the team's sixth.
On Sunday, Oct. 3, the Loggers gained lead with eight assists apiece.
The Loggers' #2 ranking
another important conference victory, getting past Pacific Univer- 11999 STANDINGS: puts them behind only St.
Olaf of Minnesota in the West
sity by the score of 2-1. Ludwin
OVE BALL 10-1
N WC 4-1
scored the first goal on an assist
Region. The only other Northby Kevin Zamira at the nine
west Conference school to
minute mark, and added another at the make the rankings is Linfield, ranked #7.
30:14 mark thanks to an Adam Vance The #16 national ranking is a new record
assist. Pacific finally got on the board in for the team. Their previous high national
the 89th minute, too late to prevent a ranking was #18, achieved in 1997.
Up next for the Loggers are two
Logger victory.
The Loggers are currently 10-1 over- weekend conference matches at home.
all and 4-1 in conference play, which ties They will play Whitworth College on
the team for the conference lead with
Saturday, Oct. 9, and Whitman on
Linfield, who handed UPS its only loss Sunday, Oct. 10. Both games are
on Sept. 26. This year's Loggers have scheduled to begin at 2:30 p.m.

Midnight Swimming Practice

For a complete
schedule of all athletic
events, pick up a
pocket schedule in the
athletic office.

Men's Soccer
October 9
Whitworth
College
@ HOME
2:30 p.m.
October 10
Whitman College
@ HOME
2:30 p.m.
Cross Country

October 9
Pacific Lutheran
Invitational
@Lakewood,
WA
10:00 a.m.
(Women)
11:00 a.m. (Men)

October 9

NATHAN J. LILJE

10
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LINE Apr

Women's Soccer

WOMEN'S SOCCER

•
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Staff Writer

Whitworth

The women's soccer team continued their success against
Northwest Conference rivals, winning two matches this past
weekend. On Saturday, Oct. 2, the Loggers defeated George
Fox University by a score of 1-0. The Loggers' sole goal was
shot by Senior Liz Hutchins at the 43:17 mark. The goal came
after the George Fox goalkeeper collided with Freshman Dusty
Marcell, who got the assist. The collision left the goal open
for Hutchins and decided the game. Goalkeeper Abbie Wold,
who was seeing her first action of the season for the Loggers,
recorded the•shutout.
On Sunday, Oct. 3, the Loggers took on Pacific University.
Beth Taimi led off the scoring with an assist by Junior Kern
Cerelli, who leads the team with three assists this season. Laura Grinstead, Dusty
UP NExr:
Marcell and Brianna Hultgren also scored.
VS. WHITWORTH
Freshman Hutgren's four goals this seaOCT. 9, 12:00PM
son ties her for the team lead with Senior
EAST ATHLETIC
Sarah Blawat. Karen Ecklebe recorded the
shutout, her fourth of the season, as the
Loggers defeated Pacific 4-0.
The wins improve the Loggers' record to 6-3, as well as an
impressive 4-1 in Conference games. The Loggers' only conference loss came against Willamette, who is ranked #1 in the
NCAA Division III West Region, by the
score of 1-2 in a double overtime battle.
1999 STANDINGS:
The Loggers have shut out their opponents
OVERALL 6-3
in each of their other four conference
NWC 4-1
games, and are second in the conference
behind the 5-0 Willamette. Last week the Loggers were ranked
8th in the NCAA Division III West Region, but with the two
wins they are expected to move up as high as fifth.
This weekend, the Loggers have two conference matches at
home. On Saturday, Oct. 9, the Loggers will take on Whitworth
College on East Athletic at noon. Whitworth has exceeded expectations with a 3-1-1 record in the Northwest Conference
and a 5-3-2 overall record, and is ranked in the top five in the
NCAA Division HI West Region. Last year the Loggers shut
out Whitworth in both games they played against them.
The following day, Sunday, Oct. 10, the Loggers will match
up with Whitman College at Baker Stadium. Whitman has been
struggling in conference play, with a 1-4 record and a 4-6 overall record. Game time on Sunday is also at noon.

@ HOME

College
12:00 p.m.
•
October 10
Whitman College
@ HOME
12:00 p.m.

Wednesday, Oct. 1 was the first practice of the season for the UPS swim
team, and they wasted no time getting started, beginning practice at 12:01
a.m. on Wednesday morning. Last year, the women were NAIA national
champions, and the men's team came in second behind Simon Fraser.

Volleyball
October 8
Pacific
University

The Japan Exchange and Teaching Program 2000

@ HOME
7:00 p.m.
•

Teach English in junior and senior high schools in Japan
Learn about Japanese culture and people
Gain international experience

October 9
Lewis & Clark
College
@ HOME
7:00 p.m.
•

Requirements
Have an excellent command of the English language
Obtain a bachelor's degree by Junly 16, 2000
Be a U.S. citizen
Be willing to relocate to Japan for one year

October 13
George Fox
University
@ HOME
7:00 p.m.
Football

October 9
Eastern Oregon

Applications are now available. The deadline for application is December 8, 1999.
For more information and an application contact the Consulate General of Japan in Seattle at
601 Union Street, Suite 500, Seattle, WA 98101. Call (206) 682-9107 ext. 25 or 1-800-INFO-JET

University
@ HOME
1:30 p.m.
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OPINIONS
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

I

Vhat actor or actress

Write your pertinent, informed opinion, preferably in 500 words or less,
and let the campus community know what you think. All letters must have a
signature and a phone number and are due no later than Mondays at noon.
The Editor reserves the right to edit for clarity and length. Letters may be
sent to WSC 011 or trail@ups.edu .

Straights should
celebrate Nat'l
Coming Out Day
onday, Oct. 11 is National
Coming Out Day. This is an
M opportunity for us straight
people on campus to show that we've
dealt with our sexual issues. We do not
need everyone to be like us to feel secure. I'm going to be wearing blue jeans
proudly. I'm not going to hide how I feel
about a person's right to love someone
else no matter what gender they happen
to be. I'm not going- to worry that some
people might assume I'm a lesbian because I'm celebrating Coming Out Day
(I've got short hair too—ooh, scary). I'd
be flattered.
I want to be identified with the people
who think love is nothing to be ashamed
of. I want to be identified with the gays,
lesbians, and bisexuals who have looked
carefully at what society has told them
about who they should be and then compared that with what seems right to them.
I want to be identified with the beautiful
men and women of this campus who
have found that the morals the TV
teaches are illogical and unnatural, and
who have chosen love instead.
This time last year Matthew Shepherd

was being pistol-whipped to death. Not
because there was anything wrong with
him, but because there is something
wrong with straight people. We are the
ones committing acts of violence. We are
the ones causing emotional torment by
telling people that their love is a sin.
Make Oct. 10 the last day you, straight
person of UPS, fear diversity. Please
wear blue jeans on Oct. 11 and choose
love, respect, acceptance, and understanding over fear and hatred.
Sincerely,
Anna Rhodes

Society hard on
homosexuals
'm writing regarding National Com
ing Out Day,-which is Oct. 11. I am
a lesbian, still in the closet. It is difficult for me to imagine coming out, even
though I want to and need to, and eventually will. Why have I not?
I became conscious of my sexuality
about three years ago, although I think I
have known my whole life. I am positive that my friends would support me
coming out (at least most of them), as
well as my family. So what's stopping
me?

/

woua make a goo?)

I think it is close to impossible for a
straight person to understand what enormous psychological pressure and pain I
am subject to, society being what it is. I
live in a heterosexual world, where it is
assumed that you are straight, where in
the minds of most, homosexuals don't
exist and are not thought about.
Unfortunately, as much as I try to fight
it, at times I buy into society's values and
feel invalidated. At best, being in the
closet makes me feel incredibly alone,
and uncomfortable with myself as a person, because I am lying to some of the
people I love and respect the most. And
then, of course, being queer means that I
get to be hurt by all of the homophobic
remarks and attitudes which are spoken
every day.
National Coming Out Day is a very
important day for lesbians, gays, bisexuals, and transgender people to celebrate
and become comfortable with themselves, to fight being marginalized and
devalued. I also see it as an important
step for society to acknowledge the fact
that yes, queer people do exist, and yes,
we are human beings just like everyone
else.
Sincerely,
A member of Understanding
Sexuality

presient? `Why?
"Willie Nelson. He's a
model citizen and the
only person to have
smoked marijuana on the
roof of the White House."
—Steve Lanwermeyer-

"Adam Sandler, because
whenever we were sad,
he could just sing a song
and make us feel better."
—Beth Curran-

"MacGyver—I'm sure he
could patch up the moral
state of this nation with a
bit of duct tape."
—Tim Isaacson—

W'all talk like this because we're Americans

T

hroughout my years of reading
The Trail, there have been many
Opinions articles that have made
me wrinkle an eyebrow, curse, laugh out
loud, or just stare at the printed words
on the page in disbelief. I'm not sure why
I found the need to comment on this one,
perhaps because my alumni status has
gone to my head. Or perhaps it's just my
turn to unleash a little verbal whiplash.
Before I start in, let me say that I agree
with part of what Ms. Schlewitz said in
her article last week "Y'all talk funny."
People from Oregon, and perhaps the Pacific Northwest in general, tend to have
no audible accent of any kind. Their English is "normal." Congratulations, the
people of the Pacific Northwest are the
Joe Blows of spoken English, no distinguishing sounds whatsoever, just "regular" English.
Allow me to digress. I come from a
small town on Cape Cod called
Falmouth. You, as an Oregonian, might
be tempted to pronounce it "foul mouth,"
which is an affliction that some of the
people who live in the U.S. have, butalas,
not the proper pronunciation. This town
was established in 1686, long before
Oregon (1859) was ever a state, and back
when it was probably inhabited solely by
Native Americans who spoke countless
numbers of languages, all of which had
something in common—none were English.
But let my point be clear, people from
Falmouth don't necessarily speak more

correctly than people from Corvallis just
because of those years of difference in
statehood. They speak very differently
though, I can personally attest to that. But
who decides on what "correct American
English" is?
I must say that when I lived on the third
floor of ToddlPhibbs (look, we have
something in common) back in the fall
of 1995, it took me a good month or two
to be able to decipher what I deemed
"Hawaii-speak." Being from Back East,
I had never met someone from Hawaii.
Hawaii was always just a vacation place,
not a place that people really lived.
Eventually, I learned the little quirks
of our common language, not just from
the Hawaiians, but y'all regular Northwest people as well. I still don't say
"pop," because for me, "pop" is the
sound that popcorn makes while cooking, or what you would call punching
someone (as in, "I popped him one"). It's
not the carbonated beverage that I and at
least half the rest of the country call
"soda" and that my grandfather still calls
"tonic." By the way, according to
Webster's, "soda" is the preferred definition of that "sweet, effervescent, softdrink" while "pop" is a colloquialism,
and usually used to desribe a "sharp, explosive sound" (see popcorn above).
You said, "you chose to come to the
Northwest, so you must conform to our
language as it is correct English." Who
are you to say what correct English is,
Jane Oregonian? While Oregonians

might (as you argue) have a more standard (read: boring) pronunciation of English, there is no standard word choice.
All regions develop their own, and all
of them are "correct" English.
Correct English for the U.S. that is,
because it is the combination of our accents and word choice that has us "talking American" instead of speaking English, which probably only the Queen
does properly while chillin' at Windsor
castle (you know, just kickin' it).
Personally, I love to hear people's accents and have listened carefully enough
to pick out not just my own Cape Cod
accent (a watered-down version of the
Boston), but the New York, Philadelphia,
Chicago, Southern (which varies significantly from Georgia to Texas, not that
you would care since they are all still
part of the "abnormals"), Midwest, and
finally the Northwest—the land of the
"accentless" but not necessarily perfect
American English.
By the way, the next time I'm "down
the Cape," and I head to Dunkin' Donuts for a coffee (the evil Starbucks
hasn't infested that side of the country
yet), I'll order you a "regular" which is
probably the most common coffee ordered, and I hope it keeps you warm
since there is usually a "dusting" of snow
outside in the winter—you know, just
five or six inches. No big deal for w' all.
Sincerely,
Christina Sotiros

"Sean Connery. I would
love to listen to the State
of the Union Address
with a voice like that."
—Trina Olson—

"Dr. Evil would make the
best president ever.
`C'mon, throw me a
frickin' bone here, people.
I'm surrounded by frickin' idiots.'"
—Noah Blinder—

"Carrot Top—because
he's too funny looking
to have ever gotten laid
or ever get laid. We
won't have that 'problem' we
had this last year."
—Jen Vetterman-

photos by Z. Stockdale
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Student spirit under attack from multiple sides
RYAN SWEENEY

Opinions Editor
Sept. 23's Opinions section contained two letters
which worried
me. As is our
policy, we printed
these letters, despite my personal
disagreement with them. The letters I
refer to are "Hatchet missed..." and
"Spectator encouraged..."
Being an orderly person I like to put
letters like these into categories. The particular category that I put these two letters into is "Letters written by people
who just don't get it."
First, I'd like to address the issue of
the hatchet. What we have here are two
apparently whiny alumni who have decided that the purpose of the hatchet is
to be displayed in some sterile museumlike fortress of a viewing cubicle. I would
like to disagree.
Granted, I'm a sophomore and my
legacy at this school is less than that of a
dynasty. But the way I've heard legends
and stories explained to me, the purpose
of the hatchet is entirely different. Legend has it that each year a group of students would steal the hatchet and eventually return it when they graduated.
In the meantime, the hatchet would

make appearances at public events such
as sporting events, concerts, cultural
events, and lectures. Each of these appearances would give other classes and
other people the opportunity to steal the
hatchet back, and thus gain personal
glory for themselves.
Even more than an opportunity to steal
it back, each appearance would remind
the student body that the hatchet is still
around, and that the spirit of the hatchet
is alive and kicking, rather than wasting
away behind some stale glass enclosure.
The stuents have spoken, some brave
band of marauders has rescued the
hatchet from its administration-administered imprisonment and set it free to inspire the hearts and minds of every single
UPS student.
I beg this brave band of marauders, do
not return the hatchet, except at graduation ceremonies. Rather, I would urge
this band to display the hatchet, to run
across the field at half-time with it, allowing students to give chase and attempt
to recapture the hatchet. Inspire the students, give them a goal that they so desperately need. I know I for one would
definitely like a crack at retrieving the
hatchet, so bring it on. And alumni, chill
out and remember how much fun it was
to be in college.
The second letter I'd like to talk about
is the letter from Richard Ulrich, Director of Physical Education, Athletics, and

Supreme Court to
hear vital new cases
JANICE VELEKE

Political Columnist

•

Most students
should think about
it all the time, bite
at their fingernails
as they await a
new decision and
sit in anticipatiOn
as a new Supreme
Court Justice is appointed, or even sit up
late at night discussing the political sway
of the branch and arguing over what
should be heard. The Supreme Court,
once declared to be the least dangerous
branch of government, is slowly becoming the most influential and powerful
wing of the American political system—
unbeknownst to most students.
In the next term of the court many important issues will be settled. How much
money can you donate to a campaign?
Should funding for equal amounts technologies in the classroom extend to parochial schools? Can the government
regulate tobacco marketing?
These issues of campaign finance reform, separation of church and state, tobacco regulation, rights of privacy and
racial criteria are all rulings the court will
produce over the next year.
It is the appointment of the people who
make these decisions that is one of the
most important things that happens in
American history. Issues such as abortion, gun control, civil rights, and inter-

state commerce have all been decided by
the Supreme Court over the past fifty
years and have shaped our country.
Since a justice sits-on the bench for
their whole life or until they retire, answering to no voter or opinion poll while
interpreting the Constitution and making the rules, it is vital to pay attention
to court decisions and the platforms of
White House candidates. The next President will likely appoint three new justices, thus changing American policy.
In the past, the court has been challenged by Presidents namely, Franklin D.
Roosevelt who proposed changing the
number of justices in order to have the
court lean toward one politcal idealogy
over another. Other more recent instances
include Richard Nixon and the Watergate
scandal and President Clinton concerning his impeachment and later the trial.
These examples of executive power over
the judical branch illustrate why it is
important to not only listen to the message of presidential canidates but also the
current trends of the court..
These appointments will be critical in
shaping the next century since issues of
gun control, religion, race, and immigration are likely to the face the court in the
coming years. It is the possibility of these
appointments that students should tune
their radar to and take an active interest
in because they will not only continue to
interpret the Constitution for our modern age, but influence the daily lives of
all Americans.

Recreation. Ulrich "reminds" us that the
dreaded student integrity code also applies at sporting events. This reminds us
that we as students cannot consume alcohol or tobacco at sporting events and
cannot even make comments at anyone
on or associated with the other team.
Where am I living? Did I fall out of
the sky and land in the movie "PCU?"
What's the deal? I can't even heckle anymore? Let alone heckle drunk. The student integrity code is a good idea in abstract, but I think we're all going a little
too far here.
First off, the student integrity code
should contain nothing more than a prohibition of cheating. The only thing we
all have in common as students is that
we're students. Therefore nothing should
be applied to our lives outside the role
of student. The university has a right and
even an obligation to maintain the highest academic standards, but their responsibility and even their right to govern our
lives ends there.
But they can't leave it at that. They've
got to go farther. They've got to restrict
our personal lives, how we live, if we
choose to drink, who we can shoot squirt
guns at, even who we choose to sleep
with. They write an "integrity code" that
is so loose and general that they can apply it against any type of behavior. But
they don't stop there.
Then they apply it to private citizens.

Yes, dear readers, here it is—the off-campus student integrity code issue. You
didn't think I'd lie down on this one did
you? But I shall leave this issue to another story at least.
Now the school
"reminds" us that
this all-powerful
The student integrity code
integrity code applies to sporting
is a good idea in abstract,
events as well. It
seems to me that
but I think we're all going
this is a preparaa little too far here.
tion for an attack
against the student
They've got to restrict our
population.
personal lives, how we
First they try to
limit our gathering
live, if we choose to drink,
capacity by applywho we can shoot squirt
ing the integrity
code to off-campus
guns at, even who we
students. Then
they attack our
choose to sleep with. They
school spirit by
write an "integrity code"
limiting what we
can say at sporting
that is so general that they
events.
can apply it against any
Damn, I thought
for sure we had a
type of behavior.
first amendment
around here somewhere. Oh, it must
have gotten shredded with the student petitions. Silly me.

Par - Poices FOR Ramwo Pngewrioao 18
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VOX is a group of young adults (20's and 20's) who work to promote
the mission of Planned Parenthood via events and public affairs work. It
is a fun way to promote and protect women's reproductive rights.
We currently meet the 4th Tuesday of each month at different locations
in Pierce County.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL JON BARTHOLOMEW AT
PLANNED PARENTHOOD AT 253-779-3913 OR E-MAIL PPACTION@PPWW.ORG .
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Not Ready for
the LSAT?

Begin your week with a time of
meditative prayer, music and readings!

I'm Steven Klein, LSAT specialist.
Fourteen years and 3000 students
later, I don't think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach it, than
I do. That's why I still teach my own
classes. That's why you should call me.
My nine week course features 36
hours of class time with weekly help
sessions and five mock exams for the
reasonable price'of $695.
I can answer any LSAT question - let
me prove it. Call now for a free
seminar: 524-4915

Sponsored by the Campus Ministry
Center at the aniversit of Pa' et dotard

The Steven Klein Company.

Are you looking for an alternative to
standard worship services? Would you
like more time for inspiration and
imagination in your spiritual search?
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TNT calls for action Vehicle tax cut dangerous
with integrity code
GEOFF ZEIGER

Staff Writer

RYAN SWEENEY

Opinions Editor
Once again, the
Student Integrity
Code is in the
headlines.
On Oct. 6, The
Tacoma News
Tribune (TNT)
ran a story about
a break-in by a UPS student which occurred the Friday night before. The
story, by David Wickert, calls this incident the "first test of the University of
Puget Sound's pledge to crack down on
obnoxious student behavior off campus."
It seems to me that this is just another
example of our judicial system decaying into mob rule and trial by the press.
Already the TNT is calling this a "test"
to see if the university, is really going to
invoke the Student Integrity code on this
incident. The TNT is calling for action
by UPS in a completely unwarranted
fashion. How the university chooses to
discipline its students is its business. It
may be newsworthy and deserving of a
report on it, but where in the Constitution of this great land does it say that
newspapers will decide how all organizations run? Where does the TNT get
the authority to call for action by the
school? I'll bet the $400 I spent on
books this semester that the Tacoma
News Tribune isn't mentioned anywhere in the Logger or any other handbook of this school.
In fact, the TNT seems flagrantly
confused on many things about this
school. Not once in the article did the

TNT point out that the process for disciplining off-campus students is not in
place, and is actually under great controversy right now.
I hate to keep bringing this up, but why
should the school be involved anyway?
This adult chooses to spend twelve hours
a week at this school, and suddenly that
entitles the school to make decisions
about his entire life. My friend spends a
dozen hours a week at Magoo's, but
when he gets in trouble outside the bar,
they don't try to discipline him, and no
one screams throughout the city for they
should "crack down" on its customers.
The great founders of this country had a
plan to deal with people breaking the
laws. Instead of every organization punishing its members for their poor choices,
they instituted a "police force." These
police do a decent job of patrolling
around and stopping crimes. They have
their faults sure, but on the whole they
do a pretty good job.
In fact, when this 23 year-old confused
student broke into a woman's home, the
woman called this actual . police force
rather than the university. Even this average citizen is smart enough to understand that the main law-enforcing agency
in the region is the Tacoma Police Department, not the University of Puget
Sound. Not only do we have the TPD,
but we also have the Tacoma municipal
and Pierce County Superior courts. These
fine institutions can give people arrested
by the TPD what we like to call "due
process." The Tacoma News Tribune
may have forgotten how the legal system in this country is supposed to work,
but hopefully some of Bill Haltom's Law
and Society students can remind them.

There's an election coming up,
and needless to
say, you should all
vote. (Unless you
disagree with me
on the issues.)
However, if you're
reading this column at all, chances are you
will vote, so I'd like to share my thoughts
regarding Initiative 695.
This ballot initiative would eliminate all
license fees and other vehicle taxes and replace them with a flat $30 per year charge.
The present system calculates a fee based
on a car's value. Analysts predict that the
average citizen would save $174 per year
under the new system.
Proponents argue that the old system has
become too burdensome and costly for vehicle owners. They also argue that government is too big, and should be able to make
do with less money. Opponents argue that
such a tax cut would be fiscally irresponsible, plunging state and local governments
back into budget deficits.
Some localities have even begun raising
other taxes to make up for the anticipated
revenue shortfall. Opponents are guided by
the assumption that Washington State knows
how to spend your paycheck better than you
do. This is the basic tenet of political liberalism: citizens left to themselves will do
frivolous things with their money. The government, on the other hand, is known for its
wise management of our money, and should
be entrusted with as much of it as possible.
In some cases, this assumption is true. For
instance, without the government, it is unlikely that public highways would be maintained. In other cases, like the subsidies still
flowing to tobacco farmers while Congress
contemplates how best to sue their pants off,
it is likely that the public could better spend
their own money.

1-695, unfortunately, is far from an ideal
vehicle for reducing the size of government.
First, it does not constrain government spending. In rebelling against the vehicle excise tax,
the public seems willing to permit the city of
Lakewood to impose a 6% tax on utilities to
make up for lost revenue. Other localities, as
well as the state legislature, are likely to take
a similar route. In that case, conservatives'
main argument is undercut.
Also, 1-695 represents a uniquely
regressive tax; that is, the poor will 1-695
bear the burden of it. Most people
agree that those who can afford to represents a
pay more in taxes should be reuniquely
quired to do so. This is why income
tax is computed on a sliding scale— regressive
the more you earn, the more you
pay. It is also for this reason that tax; that is,
there is no sales tax on food—the the poor will
poor spend proportionately more of
bear the
their income on basic necessities.
The vehicle excise tax is another
burden of it.
example of a progressive tax: those
who can afford nice cars must pay If the whole
more to license them. If the whole
state follows
state follows Lakewood's example,
a progressive excise tax will be re- Lakewood's
placed with two regressive taxes:
one on cars, and one on utilities. A example, a
household spends roughly the same progressive
amount of money on heating, water, and other utilities regardless of excise tax
income level. This means that the
will be
new tax will require the same dollar amount from an unemployed replaced
veteran on social security as from
with two
the CEO of Boeing.
Similarly, a $30 tax may seem regressive
reasonable, even pleasant, on a
$10,000 car, but it remains a bur- taxes.
den on those who paid $400 for
their car. In the latter case, the tax may even
rise if the initiative passes.
Consequently, I urge a negative vote on I695. It will fail to achieve its goal of reducing
the tax burden, and will in fact increase the
tax burden on those who can least afford it.

"I THINK THAT I SHALL NEVER SEE
A POEM AS LOVELY AS A TREE...

...EXCEPT IN
CROSSCURRENTS!
SUBMIT TO CROSSCURRENTS
BY MONDAY, OCT.11
WSC 007
Be a part of the creative
force at the University of
Puget Sound.

10/7/99
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Sober conversation outlined by Zack
ZACK STOCKDALE

Staff Writer

tik

I have discovered a new pastime to whittle
away all that free
time I have between studying for
Organic Chemistry and sleeping.
It's amazing! It's incredible! It's more
unbelievable then the legendary Q
source! More exciting then "Maroon
Day" in the bookstore! More fascinating
than the ASUPS Cellar Speeches and a
whole lot more interesting than Cellar
Speeches II—The Marshall Hall repeats
without the breadsticks. Yes, it's amazing, unbelievable, exciting and fascinating. It's called talking on a weekend.
Now many of you may be thinking,
"Oh big deal, I talk about all kinds of
stuff on the weekends as I chug beers
with freshman at frat parties." I'm actually talking about coherent conversation.
In coherent conversation there isn't much
of a chance that one of the talkers will
begin to slur their words or pass out in a
drunken stupor. Nor is the conversation
about how many times any of you have
scored in the back of a Volkswagen. It's
actually conversation.

Don't get me wrong, I'm sure that every once in a while there will be some
drunken conversation where, miracle of
miracles, intelligible words actually
emanate from someone's mouth. I just
believe that the probability is rather high
and in the words of a statistician, "we
will fail to reject the null-hypothesis,"
(any questions relating to statistics can
be related to the fine Ecology profs in
the Bio department, particularly Terry
Mace one of the greatest Bio professors
I know, Terry by the way how'd I do on
that last test?).
Yes, conversation—excuse me, sober
conversation, outside a classroom setting
is a lost art form. While I personally don't
care enough nor have the time to become
a Rembrandt of conversation, I do think
people need to be more than paint-bynumbers types of talkers.
"So Zack, how do we become better
conversationalists?" Well I'm glad you
asked! First off, you need the right setting, someplace where everyone you're
talking to can feel comfortable. Now this
can vary from group to group. You may
have a bunch of couples in your group
who will, for pretty straight-forward reasons, want to be near each other. Thus
sofas would be preferable to chairs. Unless of course they're big chairs and it's
a small couple, but you just have to deal

with that as it comes.
Second is the group. Believe it or not,
group dynamics aren't all that amazingly
important to productive conversation.
I've had incredible talks with
friends who usually don't say
much. See that's the whole point
While I
of conversation—to get more vocalizations out of quiet people.
personally don't
Third, quiet is preferable to
most other noise. Soft, dull music care enough nor
like Dave Matthews (now there's have the time to
a comment that's going to get me
some flak) is okay but it can be become a
distracting, and distractions are Rembrandt of
never productive.
conversation, I
Fourth is the topic of conversation. This should be the least of
do think people
your troubles—in a large group of
people there are bound to be dif- need to be more
ferences in opinion that can bear
up to heavy discussion. If there is than paint-bynothing for you and a group of numbers types of
friends to talk about, then maybe
you should look into finding a talkers.
more diverse group of friends.
Finally, the most important aspect of actually talking is clarity of mind,
i.e. no booze and (gasp) no drugs. I don't
care what interesting topics you come up
with in the middle of a big bowl or a shot
of Everclear, it only counts if everyone
can remember it in the morning.

FOSTER HOMES

•

Pierce County Alliance is skeeking committed individuals and families who want to

make a difference in the ,lives of children,

• The Game Stare

ages 6-12 and Youth ages 13-18 years old.

"Center Plaza across from SeaTac tow
012 South 32 Gib *A, Federal Way 253-946-2553
10am 9pm Daily /lam-6pm Sunday
-

•

Contact (253) 502-5470 for Pierce County
and (360) 698-6763 for Kitsap County .

LOOKING FOR LEAN, MEAN, HEALTHY MACHINES
Areoo health and over I' ears
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•

If you answered yes to these questions you many be eligible to participate in upcoming studies.
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Qualified participants may recieve a physical exam, lab work
and up to $100.00 in financial compensation.
For more information please call Julie at (253) 779-8815 or eamil: jmoorer@nwkinetics.com
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"Don't make me flood your asses again"—God
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Freshman's life, like, 'totally over' BLP majors
HEYWOOD JABLOMEE

Say my name loud

Freshman Katherine Grant completely ruined any social prospects
she had at UPS this weekend by
tripping over a couch at a party and
spilling her drink on "the cutest
guy." The guy, identified as
ASUPS President Dave Bowe, had
to change his shirt after Grant's
faux-pas.
"He is, like, never speaking to me
again. I know he thinks I'm a total
klutz and he's probably going
around telling everyone what a
dork I am. I'm never leaving my
room again."
Grant's friends attempted to com-

Freshman Katherine Grant
made a hideous faux-pas.
fort her, saying, "It wasn't that bad.
I don't think he hates you that
much," and "you're totally cute.

Any guy would want to go out with
you, even if you are sort of clumsy."
After Grant left, sobbing, one of
her friends commented, "I'm actually glad she was, like, so klutzy.
Dave Bowe's totally hot, and that
just lessens the competition... You
know, I think he smiled at me at
that party."
When questioned, the rugged,
sexy Bowe hardly remembered the
incident, saying, "The chicks were
all over me that weekend."
That's not any consolation for
Grant, though.
"No guy will ever want to talk to
me ever again," she wailed. "I
might as well go live in the basement of Regester."

Tide makes 'whites even whiter!'
Owes it all to extensive, torturous animal testing
present in their clothes after wash- we had to toss their writhing, hairPig In The City
ing, to be even safer, the tests en- less, hideously scarred bodies in a
tail exposing 4,000 times the big dumpster out back," said one
A new ad campaign launched chemical concentration to bare, researcher. "Er, I mean, we sent
yesterday by Proctor & Gamble, shaved bunny skin.
them to a magical bunny land,
makers of Tide, Crest and numer"Even though law does not re- where clouds are gumdrops and
ous other household products, quire it, Proctor & Gamble is com- carrots abound," he added hastily.
claims that the "new" Tide gets mitted to causing the suffering of
Joan van Gunderson, a house"whites even whiter" and works thousands of animals by perform- wife, said "I love the 'new' Tide. It
hard even on tough stains like grass ing the most extreme, unnecessary gets out all the toughest stains my
and grape juice.
testing possible," said a Proctor & kids. can throw at me." Flashing a
Even more amazing, the new Gamble spokesperson. Unfortu- pearly white, Crest-produced smile,
product was tested entirely on the nately, the bunnies have to be "dis- she then went on, "Even though
bare exposed skin of thousands of posed of after the experience.
there are more humane methods of
little, white, cuddly, innocent bun"After feeling their flesh burn testing that might be a little more
nies, while no actual humans suf- from prolonged exposure to the expensive, I'm glad my Proctor &
fered any discomfort.
harsh chemicals contained in Tide Gamble products were tested on
Though humans will never be while strapped to the testing racks, innocent_little bunnies. After all,
exposed to more Tide than is they posed a biological hazard and that's why God made them."
guimmmmmummmmmmmmmmg
BABE
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inik MIMI Not Fitting In?
Feeling socially awkward? Just pepper your speech with these real-life phrases from the hippest
freshmen on campus. You'll be cool in no time! Keep this in your wallet for handy reference!

Girls

mys

I
"I can't believe Daddy
I bought
my little
U brother a newer
I Infiniti than mme."
I

I "I haven't eaten any meat
I since I got here, except,
I like, chicken, and fish, and
I the occasiona l
"
I hamburger
.

volobvevf• RutestWs,n'tthe Combat Zone
ilarious?"
"MAN, I AM S000
WASTED."

"The chicks were all over
me last weekend."

ANYBODY
"Where's the party"

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

"Oh my god, I've
got, like, so much I
homework."
I
or
I
"Dude, I have this
I
killer paper that I
haven't even started."

I

Ilimmemm mmommumm mu mill
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not grasping
my concepts
ADAM SMITH

Economist

As the world's
most renowned
economic theorist
and champion of
laissez-faire capitalist democracy, I
frequently find it
necessary to take
a respite from my
theorizing with a
delicious baked
morsel, preferably something
chocolatey. Mmm...chocolatey.
So it was with great despair that I found the UPS
café considerably lacking in my favorite fare last week.
"Sorry, come back later," said the female employee.
So I complied, despite my disappointment.
Five times! Five times I returned to the so-called
"coffee shoppe" hoping for a warm, moist, delicious,
chocolatey cookie, but none were to be had. They had
always "just run out," and would "have more later."
Finally, I lost my composure and shouted at the
barista, "For the love of God, woman! There is a demand here for cookies, and iris up to you to supply
them!" I continued shouting, trying to explain my
simple theories, until those brutes from "Security"
came and dragged me away for a "chat" with the "Dean
of Students."
It was then that I decided that something should be
said to whomever is responsible for educating these
heathens. When I wrote The Wealth of Nations, it was
for the common man. You needn't have even finished
high school to grasp the obvious concept of supply
and demand. But something is terribly wrong at UPS.
I went to speak with the head of the so-called "Business Leadership Program."
"Look," I said, "I know that this isn't exactly a feeder
for Harvard Business, but any idiot should be able to
understand this dilemma. What kind of 'business
leader' can't fill my simple wish for a chocolate
cookie?"
After this dressing-down, I was promised a complete tenure review for the faculty of the "Business
Leadership Program" and a lifetime supply of double
chocolate cookies. They got off easy.
The Combat Zone is intended as a SATIRICAL WORK
and, as such, has been set apart from the rest of
this paper. The views and opinions expressed by the
Combat Zone do not necessarily reflect those of
The Puget Sound Trail, ASUPS, the University of
Puget Sound or any female UPS student.
But they should.
PAID FOR BY THE COMMITTEE TO GET DAVE BOWE A DATE.
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